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Abstract
In some situations, it is difﬁcult and tedious to check notions of dependence properties
and dependence orders for multivariate distributions supported on a ﬁnite lattice. The
purpose of this paper is to utilize a newly developed tool, majorization with respect to
weighted trees, to lay out some general results that can be used to identify some
dependence properties and dependence orders for multivariate Bernoulli random
vectors. Such a study gives us some new insight into the relations between the concepts of
dependence.
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1. Introduction
Concepts of statistical dependence are becoming increasingly important in
probability, statistics and other applications. Various concepts of dependence are
motivated from applications in reliability over the last three decades. Positive and
negative dependence concepts have led to a better understanding of the structure of
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multivariate distributions and multivariate models. The reader is referred to Barlow
and Proschan [1], Joe [12] and Mu¨ller and Stoyan [15] for an extensive treatment of
the topic.
In most situations, the notions of dependence properties and dependence
orders for multivariate distributions are checked by problem-speciﬁc approaches.
Sometimes, it is difﬁcult and tedious to check such properties for multivariate
distributions supported on a ﬁnite lattice (see, for example [5,16]). The purpose of
this paper is to utilize a newly developed tool, majorization with respect to weighted
trees (see [22,13]), to lay out some general results that can be used to identify some
dependence properties and dependence orders for multivariate Bernoulli random
vectors.
Such a study is meaningful. It gives us some new insight into the relations between
the concepts of dependence. Furthermore, the main results in this paper have
potential applications because multivariate Bernoulli random vectors have been
proven to be very useful in applied probability, statistics, reliability, operations
research, and other ﬁelds (see [1,12]). For example, our results can be applied to
study
* the dependence structure and related bounds for various queues of a synchronized
system via the dependence structure of the so-called batch loading vector, which is
a Bernoulli random vector (see [13]);
* the effect of dependencies between risks on the distribution of the aggregate claim
and its stop-loss premium. Consider an individual risk model in actuarial sciences,
ðI1X1;y; InXnÞ; where X1;y; Xn are claim sizes for the different risks, and n
denotes the total number of possible claims in the portfolio. With each risk i ¼
1;y; n; associate a Bernoulli random variable Ii to indicate whether the claim
actually occurs (see [3,6]);
* the effect of the dependencies among arrival streams of different claims types on
the ruin probability (see [7]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the deﬁnitions of
various dependence orders and of dependence properties, and introduces some
preliminaries about tree majorizations. Sections 3 and 4 explore dependence
properties and orders of multivariate Bernoulli random vectors, respectively. The
main results in these two sections give us a new viewpoint to revisit some known
counterexamples (which show that some concepts of dependence are strictly stronger
than others) in the literature in Section 5.
Throughout, the terms ‘increasing’ and ‘decreasing’ mean ‘non-decreasing’ and
‘non-increasing’, respectively. A real function on Rn will be called increasing
(decreasing) if it is increasing (decreasing) in each variable when the other variables
are held ﬁxed. All expectations are implicitly assumed to exist whenever they are
written. Also, ¼st means equality in distribution. For any ﬁnite set A; jAj denotes the
cardinality of A; and Ac denotes the complementary set of A:
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we ﬁrst recall the deﬁnitions of dependence properties and of
dependence orders, and then introduce the notion of majorization with respect to
weighted trees.
2.1. Dependence properties and dependence orders
Several notions of dependence properties and dependence orders have been developed
in the literature. Here we recall some of them, which will be used in the sequel.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let X ¼ ðX1;y; XnÞ be n-dimensional random vector. Then X is said
to be
(1) weakly positive associated (negatively associated) (WPA (NA)) if for every pair
of disjoint proper subsets A; B of f1; 2;y; ng; and any increasing functions
f :RjAj-R and c :RjBj-R;
CovðfðXi; iAAÞ;cðXj ; jABÞÞX½p	0
(see [4,10]);
(2) positively (negatively) supermodular-dependent (PSMD (NSMD)) if
E½fðXÞ	X½p	 E½fðX>Þ	;
where X> ¼ ðX>1 ;y; X>n Þ is a random vector of independent random variables
with X>i ¼st Xi for each i and f is any supermodular function. A function f :Rn-R
is said to be supermodular if fðx3yÞ þ fðx4yÞXfðxÞ þ fðyÞ for all x; yARn;
where x3y ¼ ðx13y1;y; xn3ynÞ and x4y ¼ ðx14y1;y; xn4ynÞ (here4 and3
denote, respectively, the minimum and the maximum operators) (see [8,15]);
(3) strongly positive (negative) orthant dependent (SPOD (SNOD)) if for every set
of indices A and for all xARn the following three conditions hold:
(a) PðXi4xi; i ¼ 1;y; nÞX½p	 PðXi4xi; iAAÞ PðXj4xj; jAAcÞ;
(b) PðXipxi; i ¼ 1;y; nÞX½p	 PðXipxi; iAAÞ PðXjpxj; jAAcÞ;
(c) PðXi4xi; iAA; Xjpxj; jAAcÞp½X	 PðXi4xi; iAAÞ PðXjpxj; jAAcÞ
(see [9]);
(4) positively (negatively) upper orthant dependent (PUOD (NUOD)) if
P½Xi4xi; i ¼ 1;y; n	X½p	
Yn
i¼1
P½Xi4xi	
holds for all xARn (see [19,20]);
(5) positively (negatively) lower orthant dependent (PLOD (NLOD)) if
P½Xipxi; i ¼ 1;y; n	X½p	
Yn
i¼1
P½Xipxi	
holds for all xARn (see [19,20]);
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(6) positively (negatively) orthant dependent (POD (NOD)) if X is both PUOD
(NUOD) and PLOD (NLOD) (see [19,20]).
The implications among the notions of multivariate positive dependence given in
Deﬁnition 2.1 are summarized in the following diagram (see [15,4]):
WPA
) SPOD )
) PSMD )POD
) PUOD;
) PLOD:
Furthermore, all implications in the above chain are equivalent in the bivariate case,
whereas all implications are strict for n42: Some counterexamples can be founded in
Section 5. Similar implications also hold among the notions of negative dependence
given in Deﬁnition 2.1.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let X ¼ ðX1;y; XnÞ and Y ¼ ðY1;y; YnÞ be two random vectors. X
is said to be smaller than Y
(a) in the upper orthant order, denoted by XpuoY; if PðXi4xi; i ¼
1;y; nÞpPðYi4xi; i ¼ 1;y; nÞ for all xARn (see [17, Section 4.G.1]);
(b) in the lower orthant order, denoted by XploY; if PðXipxi; i ¼
1;y; nÞXPðYipxi; i ¼ 1;y; nÞ for all xARn (see [17, Section 4.G.1]);
(c) in the multivariate concordance order, denoted by XpcY; if XpuoY and XXloY
(see [11]);
(d) in the supermodular order, denoted by XpsmY; if E½fðXÞ	pE½fðYÞ	 for all
supermodular functions f (see [18]).
It is well known that
XpcY ) Xi ¼st Yi; i ¼ 1;y; n
and that the supermodular order implies the concordance order. Joe [11] gave a
counterexample of four-dimensional Bernoulli random vectors to show that the
concordance order does not imply the supermodular order. Mu¨ller and Scarsini [14]
gave a counterexample for n ¼ 3; which involves discrete distributions. In
Proposition 4.5, we will prove that these two orders are equivalent for trivariate
Bernoulli random vectors.
The supermodular order has recently been found increasing interest in several
areas of applied probability. The reader is referred to Mu¨ller and Stoyan [15] for a
detailed treatment of this order.
2.2. Majorization of weighted trees
Majorization of weighted trees, developed by Xu and Li [22] and Li and Xu [13],
has been proven to be a useful tool in the study of dependence structures of
correlated stochastic systems. We brieﬂy review some concepts and preliminary facts.
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Let SðEÞ be the collection of all subsets of E  f1; 2;y; ng: For J; KDE; if JDK ;
J is said to be a descendant of K and K is an ancestor of J: If JCK and jK\Jj ¼ 1;
then J is said to be an immediate descendant of K ; and K is an immediate ancestor of
J: We treat each KDE as a node, and let SDðKÞ [SAðKÞ] denote the set of all subsets
or descendants [supsets or ancestors] of K: For each KDE; assign a real number lK
and call it the weight of K : Then L ¼ flK ; KDEg is an ðn þ 1Þ-generation-weighted
family tree, where | is treated as a generation.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Xu and Li [22]). Let L and %L be two ðn þ 1Þ-generation-weighted
trees on the same index set SðEÞ; with total weights l ¼PKDE lK and %l ¼P
KDE
%lK ; respectively. Then
(a) %L is said to majorize L from the roots, denoted by %LXTrL; if l ¼ %l andX
LASAðKÞ
%lLX
X
LASAðKÞ
lL; KDE:
(b) %L is said to majorize L from the leaves, denoted by %LXTlL; if l ¼ %l andX
LASDðKÞ
%lLX
X
LASDðKÞ
lL; KDE:
(c) %L is said to majorize L; denoted by %LXTL; if %LXTrL and %LXTlL:
It is cumbersome to verify the conditions in Deﬁnition 2.3. Furthermore, these
conditions reveal little structural insight into weighted trees. To overcome the
difﬁculties, Xu and Li [22] and Li and Xu [13] introduced the inclusion–exclusion
transforms, which provide simple characterizations for tree majorization orders (see
Facts 2.1 and 2.2 below) and pave the way for the study of the functions that
preserve those tree majorizations. In addition, those transforms have the property
that they preserve the marginal weights and the total weight of the tree.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Li and Xu [13]). Let K ¼ fK1; K2;y; Kng be n different nodes in a
weighted tree L; where nX2: Let g be any real number, and eL denote the weighted
tree with the weight of node L being one and others zero, LDE:
(a) Let the transform gg;Kk :R
2n-R2
n
be deﬁned as
g
g;K
k ðLÞ ¼ Lþ g e,
n
i¼1 Ki 
Xn
i¼1
eKi þ
X
ioj
eKi-Kj  ?þ ð1Þne-ni¼1 Ki
" #
:
g
g;K
k is said to be a g
þ
k [g

k ]-transform if g is positive (negative).
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(b) Let the transform gg;Km :R
2n-R2
n
be deﬁned as
g
g;K
m ðLÞ ¼ Lþ g e-
n
i¼1 Ki 
Xn
i¼1
eKi þ
X
ioj
eKi,Kj  ?þ ð1Þne,ni¼1 Ki
" #
:
g
g;K
m is said to be a g
þ
m [g

m ]-transform if g is positive (negative).
(c) gg;Kk [g
g;K
m ] is said to be full-rank if K contains all the immediate descendants
(ancestors) of
Sn
i¼1 Ki ½
Tn
i¼1 Ki	:
Several examples were given in Xu and Li [22], Li and Xu [13], and Frostig [7] to
help the reader to digest the inclusion–exclusion transforms.
Throughout, we shall restrict attention to probability trees (the weight
of each node is non-negative and the total weight equals one). Each
probability tree P ¼ flK ; KDEg determines the probability distribution
of some n-dimensional Bernoulli random vector I ¼ ðI1;y; InÞ in the
following way:
PðIi ¼ 1; iAK ; Ij ¼ 0; jAKcÞ ¼ lK ; KDE; ð2:1Þ
and vice versa, where Kc ¼ E\K ; the complementary set of K in E: When gg;Kk -
transform is applied to a probability tree P; we are always assuming that g is
properly chosen such that gg;Kk ðPÞ is a probability tree.
The following notations are used in the sequel. Let Bn  Bnðp1;y; pnÞ denote the
classes of multivariate Bernoulli random vectors I with PðIi ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1 PðIi ¼ 0Þ ¼
pi for i ¼ 1;y; n: Denote qi ¼ 1 pi for each i: If I has a probability tree P; IABn is
also written as PABn:
The next two facts are useful, which also illustrate that the inclusion–exclusion
transforms provide simple characterizations of tree majorization orders. Fact 2.2
follows from Fact 2.1 and Corollary 4.10 of Xu and Li [22].
Fact 2.1 (Li and Xu [22]). Let I and I be two n-dimensional Bernoulli random vectors
with probability trees P and P; respectively. Then
(1) IpuoI3PpTrP;
(2) IXloI3PpTlP;
(3) IpcI3PpTP:
Fact 2.2. Let I and I be two n-dimensional Bernoulli random vectors with probability
trees P; PABnðp1;y; pnÞ; respectively. Then
(1) IpuoI if and only if P can be reached from P via successive applications of full-
rank gþk -transforms (or equivalently, P can be reached from P via successive
applications of full-rank gk -transforms);
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(2) IXloI if and only if P can be reached from P via successive applications of full-
rank gþm -transforms (or equivalently, P can be reached from P via successive
applications of full-rank gm -transforms).
Note that IXloI if and only if ð1 I1;y; 1 InÞpuoð1 %I1;y; 1 %InÞ: Therefore,
in view of Facts 2.1 and 2.2, we consider only full-rank gk-transforms in the sequel.
Similar arguments to those in this paper can establish analogous results for gm-
transforms.
3. Dependence properties of multivariate Bernoulli random vectors
Before we state the main results of this section, we ﬁrst give one preservation
property of full-rank gk-transforms on probability trees. From Part (1) of Lemma
4.8 in [22], one knows that an inclusion–exclusion transform preserves the marginal
weight of each elementary node (containing a single point of E) as well as the total
weight of the entire tree. For full-rank gk-transforms on probability trees, we have
the following stronger result.
Proposition 3.1. Let I and I be two Bernoulli random vectors with probability trees
P;PABn; respectively. Let KDE and jK jX2; and denote by K the set of all immediate
descendants of K : Suppose that P ¼ grK ;Kk ðPÞ for some rKAR: Then
ð %Ij; jAJÞ¼st ðIj ; jAJÞ ð3:1Þ
for each JCE such that |aJaK and K-Jca|:
Proof. For convenience, denote P ¼ ðlL; LASðEÞÞ and P ¼ ð%lL; LASðEÞÞ: Consider
the following three cases of set J (|aJaK).
Case 1: J-K ¼ |: The proof for this case is trivial.
Case 2: JCK : Relation (3.1) can be deduced from (4.14) of Xu and Li [22].
However, we give a detailed proof so that one can compare it with the proof of Case
3 below. Denote by K0 ¼ fK 01;y; K 0mg all immediate descendants of K 0 ¼ K\J when
m  jK 0jX2: Then
g
rK ;K
k ðPÞ  P rK eJ,K
0 
Xm
i¼1
eJ,K
0
i þ
X
ioj
eJ,ðK
0
i-K 0j Þ ?þ ð1ÞmeJ
" #
for mX2 and
grK ;Kk ðPÞ  P rK ½eJ,K
0  eJ 	
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for m ¼ 1 are two weighted trees, both assigning weight 0 to any node LASAðJÞ:
Therefore,
Pð %Ij ¼ 1; jAJÞ  PðIj ¼ 1; jAJÞ
¼
X
LASAðJÞ
%lL 
X
LASAðJÞ
lJ
¼ rK 1
Xm
i¼1
1þ
X
ioj
1?þ ð1Þm
" #
¼ 0: ð3:2Þ
Since J is ﬁxed arbitrarily, similar argument yields that Pð %Il ¼ 1; lACÞ ¼ PðIl ¼
1; lACÞ for any |aCDJ: This implies (3.1).
Case 3: K\Ja| and Kc\Ja|: Let K 0 and K0 be the same as in Case 2. Then the
weighted trees
g
rK ;K
k ðPÞ  P rKð1ÞjK jm eK
0 
Xm
i¼1
eK
0
i þ
X
ioj
eK
0
i
-K 0
j ?þ ð1Þme|
" #
for mX2 and
grK ;Kk ðPÞ  P rKð1ÞjK j1½eK
0  e|	
for m ¼ 1 both assign weight 0 to any node LASDðJcÞ: Therefore,
Pð %Ij ¼ 0; jAJÞ  PðIj ¼ 0; jAJÞ
¼
X
LASDðJcÞ
%lL 
X
LASDðJcÞ
lL
¼ rð1ÞjK jm 1
Xm
i¼1
1þ
X
ioj
1 ?þ ð1Þm
" #
¼ 0: ð3:3Þ
Similarly, for each |aCDJ and Kc\Ca|; we have
Pð %Il ¼ 0; lACÞ ¼ PðIl ¼ 0; lACÞ: ð3:4Þ
Furthermore, it follows from Case 2 that (3.4) is also true for each |aCDJ and
Kc\C ¼ |: Therefore, (3.4) holds for each |aCDJ; which implies (3.1). This
completes the proof. &
Remark 3.1. In Proposition 3.1, (3.1) is not true for J+K unless rK ¼ 0; as can be
seen from the proof in the above paragraph. In fact,
Pð %Ij ¼ 0; jAJÞ  PðIj ¼ 0; jAJÞ ¼ ð1ÞjK jrK ; J+K ; ð3:5Þ
which follows from (3.3) and the fact that
%lL  lL ¼ rKð1Þ
jK\Lj; LDK ;
0 otherwise:
(
ð3:6Þ
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On the other hand, from (3.6) and (3.2), we get
Pð %Ij ¼ 1; jAJÞ  PðIj ¼ 1; jAJÞ ¼ rKdðJ; KÞ; J+K; ð3:7Þ
where
dðL; KÞ ¼ 1 if L ¼ K ;
0 otherwise:
	
Finally, for any disjoint proper subsets A; B of E; we claim that
Pð %Ii ¼ 1; iAA; %Ij ¼ 0; jABÞ  PðIi ¼ 1; iAA; Ij ¼ 0; jABÞ
¼
X
L:ADLDA,B
rKð1ÞjK\AjdðL; KÞ: ð3:8Þ
To verify (3.8), observe from Proposition 3.1 that the transform, grK ;Kk ; does not
change the probability tree of ðIi; iAA,BÞ unless KDA,B: Moreover, grK ;Kk does
not change the weights of nodes L; L+A; unless ADK :
Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.1 play an important role in the proof of
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3.
Let P> be the probability tree of n-independent Bernoulli random variables
I>1 ;y; I
>
n ; where I
>ABnðp1;y; pnÞ; and let Pþ and P be two other probability
trees of Iþ; IABnðp1;y; pnÞ given, respectively, by
Pþ ¼ #
KDE;jK jX2
g
rK ;K
k
 !
ðP>Þ ð3:9Þ
and
P ¼ #
KDE;jK jX2
grK ;Kk
 !
ðP>Þ; ð3:10Þ
where, for each KDE and jKjX2; rKX0 and K contains all the immediate
descendants of K (that is, g7rK ;Kk are full-rank transforms). Here and in the sequel,#
denotes a commutative composition of transforms.
It should be pointed out here that Fact 2.2 implies that, for any I with probability
tree PABnðp1;y; pnÞ; P has the representation of form (3.9) (3.10) if I is PUOD
(NUOD).
The next two propositions give necessary and sufﬁcient conditions under which Iþ
is POD (SPOD) and I is NOD (SNOD).
Proposition 3.2. Let Iþ and I be two multivariate Bernoulli random vectors with
probability trees Pþ; PABnðp1;y; pnÞ given by (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, where
rKX0 for all KDE: Then
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(a) Iþ is POD if and only if, for each JDE and jJjX3;X
LASDðJÞ;jLjX2
ð1ÞjLjrLX0: ð3:11Þ
(b) I is NOD if and only if (3.11) holds for each JDE and jJjX3:
Proof. (a) From Fact 2.2, it is obvious that Iþ is PUOD since rKX0 for all K : It
sufﬁces to prove that Iþ is PLOD if and only if (3.11) holds. For each |aJDE; it
follows from Proposition 3.1 and (3.5) in Remark 3.1 that
PðIþj ¼ 0; jAJÞ  PðI>j ¼ 0; jAJÞ ¼
X
LASDðJÞ;jLjX2
ð1ÞjLjrL: ð3:12Þ
Note that Iþ being PLOD is equivalent to
PðIþj ¼ 0; jAJÞ  PðI>j ¼ 0; jAJÞX0 for all |aJDE:
Combining this with (3.12) yields (3.11).
(b) The proof is similar to that of part (a). &
Proposition 3.3. Let Iþ and I be as defined in Proposition 3.2. Then
(a) Iþ is SPOD if and only if
rA,BXrArB þ rB
Y
iAA
pi þ rA
Y
jAB
pj ; ð3:13Þ
X
KDA,B
ð1ÞjK jrKX
X
KDA
ð1ÞjKjrK
 ! X
KDB
ð1ÞjKjrK
 !
þ
X
KDA
ð1ÞjKjrK
 !Y
jAB
qj
þ
X
KDB
ð1ÞjK jrK
 !Y
iAA
qi ð3:14Þ
and X
K:ADKDA,B
rKð1ÞjK\Aj  rA
X
KDB;jKjX2
ð1ÞjK jrK
prA
Y
jAB
qi þ
Y
iAA
pi
X
KDB;jKjX2
ð1ÞjK jrK ð3:15Þ
for any disjoint proper subsets A; B of E; where rK ¼ 0 for jK j ¼ 1:
(b) I is SNOD if and only if (3.13)–(3.15) hold.
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Proof. We give the proof of the SPOD case, the proof of the SNOD case is similar.
We ﬁrst verify that (3.15) is equivalent to
PðIþi ¼ 1; iAA; Iþj ¼ 0; jABÞpPðIþi ¼ 1; iAAÞ PðIþj ¼ 0; jABÞ ð3:16Þ
for any disjoint proper subsets A and B of E: To this end, from Proposition 3.1 and
(3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) in Remark 3.1, it follows that
PðIþj ¼ 0; jABÞ ¼
Y
jAB
qj þ
X
KDB;jKjX2
ð1ÞjK jrK ; ð3:17Þ
PðIþi ¼ 1; iAAÞ ¼
Y
iAA
pi þ rA; ð3:18Þ
PðIþi ¼ 1; iAA; Iþj ¼ 0; jABÞ ¼
Y
iAA
pi
Y
jAB
qj þ
X
K :ADKDA,B
rKð1ÞjK\Aj: ð3:19Þ
Substituting (3.17)–(3.19) in (3.16) yields (3.15). Similarly, it can be checked that
(3.13) and (3.14) are equivalent to
PðIþi ¼ 1; iAA,BÞXPðIþi ¼ 1; iAAÞPðIþi ¼ 1; iABÞ
and
PðIþi ¼ 0; iAA,BÞXPðIþi ¼ 0; iAAÞPðIþi ¼ 0; iABÞ;
respectively. This completes the proof. &
Choosing set B such that jBj ¼ 1; (3.14) reduces toX
KDA,B
ð1ÞjK jrKXqB
X
KDA
ð1ÞjK jrKX0;
where the last inequality follows by induction. Therefore, (3.14) implies (3.11). This
means that SPOD is stronger than POD.
Next, we turn to consider dependence properties of B3 and B4: Immediate
consequences of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 are the following Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2,
which characterize the dependence structure of POD (NOD) and SPOD (SNOD) for
B3 and B4: Here and henceforth, the following notation is used:
rK ¼ ri1i2?is if K ¼ fi1; i2;y; isg for sX2:
Here ri1i2?is is symmetric in ði1; i2;y; isÞ:
Corollary 3.1. Let Iþ and I be as defined in Proposition 3.2 with n ¼ 3: Then
(a) Iþ is POD (I is NOD) if and only if
r12 þ r13 þ r23Xr123: ð3:20Þ
(b) Iþ is SPOD (I is SNOD) if and only if
rijpkprijk ð3:21Þ
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and
rijpk þ rik þ rjkXrijk ð3:22Þ
hold for all permutations ði; j; kÞ of f1; 2; 3g:
Proof. We give the proof of part (b) only. The proof follows by verifying that (3.15)
is equivalent to (3.21) and (3.22), and that (3.13) and (3.14) are, respectively,
equivalent to (3.21) and (3.22). &
Corollary 3.2. Let Iþ and I be as defined in Proposition 3.2 with n ¼ 4: Then
(a) Iþ is POD (I is NOD) if and only if
r1234 
X
K:jK j¼3
rK þ
X
K :jKj¼2
rKX0 ð3:23Þ
and
rij þ rik þ rjkXrijk; iojok: ð3:24Þ
(b) Iþ is SPOD (I is SNOD) if and only if (3.21), (3.22) and
rijklXrijrkl þ pipjrkl þ pkplrij; ð3:25Þ
r1234 
X
K:jK j¼3
rK þ
X
K :jKj¼2
rKXrijrkl þ rijqkql þ rklqiqj ; ð3:26Þ
rijkl  rijk  rijl þ rijprijrkl þ rijqkql þ rklpipj; ð3:27Þ
r1234 
X
K:jK j¼3
rK þ
X
K :jKj¼2
rKXqlðrij þ rik þ rjk  rijkÞ; ð3:28Þ
rijkplprijkl ; ð3:29Þ
hold for all permutations ði; j; k; lÞ of f1; 2; 3; 4g:
Proof. We prove part (b) only. Let ði; j; k; lÞ be any permutation of f1; 2; 3; 4g:
Observe that
1. for A ¼ fi; jg and B ¼ fk; lg;
ð3:15Þ3ð3:27Þ; ð3:13Þ3ð3:25Þ; ð3:14Þ3ð3:26Þ;
2. for A ¼ flg and B ¼ fi; j; kg;
ð3:15Þ3ð3:28Þ3ð3:14Þ; ð3:13Þ3ð3:29Þ;
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3. for A ¼ fi; j; kg and B ¼ flg;
ð3:15Þ3ð3:29Þ3ð3:13Þ; ð3:14Þ3ð3:28Þ;
4. for disjoint subsets A; B of f1; 2; 3; 4g such that jA,Bj ¼ 3;
ð3:13Þ2ð3:15Þ3ð3:21Þ and ð3:22Þ:
Then the desired result follows from Proposition 3.3. &
Conditions in Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 are checkable, as can be seen from the
examples given in Section 5.
For nX4; POD (NOD) does not imply PSMD (NSMD), as shown by Example
5.4. However, Proposition 3.4 states that POD (NOD) is equivalent to PSMD
(NSMD) for trivariate Bernoulli random vectors.
Proposition 3.4. For n ¼ 3 and IAB3; I is POD (NOD) if and only if I is PSMD
(NSMD).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.5. &
The next proposition states that WPA (NA) is equivalent to SPOD (SNOD) for
trivariate Bernoulli random vectors.
Proposition 3.5. For n ¼ 3 and IAB3; I is WPA (NA) if and only if I is SPOD
(SNOD).
Proof. We give the proof of the WPA versus SPOD case, the proof of the NA versus
SNOD case is similar. Since WPA implies SPOD, it sufﬁces to prove that SPOD
implies WPA. Suppose that I is SPOD, and replace I by Iþ: Then Pþ has the
representation of the form (3.9). By Corollary 3.1(b), we need to verify that (3.21)
and (3.22) imply
dij;k  E½fðIþi ; Iþj ÞcðIþk Þ	  E½fðIþi ; Iþj Þ	E½cðIþk Þ	X0
for all increasing functions f and c; and all permutations ði; j; kÞ of f1; 2; 3g:
Without loss of generality (Wlog), assume that f10Xf01Xf00 ¼ c0 ¼ 0 and c1 ¼
1; where ck ¼ cðkÞ and fkl ¼ fðk; lÞ for all k; lAf0; 1g: It is easy to check from (3.9)
or (4.4), and Proposition 3.1 that
E½fðIþi ; Iþj ÞcðIþk Þ	 ¼ E½fðI>i ; I>j ÞcðI>k Þ	
þ r123f11 þ ðrik  r123Þf10 þ ðrjk  r123Þf01;
E½fðIþi ; Iþj Þ	 ¼ E½fðI>i ; I>j Þ	 þ rij½f11  f10  f01	
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and hence,
dij;k ¼ðr123  rijpkÞf11 þ ðrijpk þ rik  r123Þf10 þ ðrijpk þ rjk  r123Þf01
X ðr123  rijpkÞ½f11  f10	 þ ðrijpk þ rik þ rjk  r123Þf01X0
for all distinct i; j; k: This completes the proof. &
From Corollary 3.1, Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, we obtain the following corollary
(see Examples 5.1 and 5.2).
Corollary 3.3. PSMD (NSMD)R SPOD (SNOD), and hence PSMD (NSMD)R
WPA (NA).
It is still an open problem whether SPOD (SNOD) implies PSMD (NSMD).
4. Dependence orders of multivariate Bernoulli random vectors
Throughout this section, let I and I be multivariate Bernoulli random vectors
having probability trees P and P; respectively.
We begin with the following result which follows from Proposition 5.8 of Li and
Xu [13] or Proposition 4.7 of Xu and Li [22].
Proposition 4.1. Let gg;Kk be a g
þ
k -transform, where g40 and K ¼ fK1;y; Kng are
some immediate descendants of K ¼ Sni¼1 Ki: Let
P ¼ gg;Kk ðPÞ:
If n is odd, then IXloIpuoI; but I5/ loI:
Proof. Let Li ¼
T
jai Kj; i ¼ 1;y; n; and denote by L ¼ fL1;y; Lng all the
immediate ancestors of
Tn
j¼1 Kj : Then, from Proposition 5.8 of Li and Xu [13], we
have
P ¼ gg;Kk ðPÞ ¼ gg;Lm ðPÞ;
which implies IXloIpuoI by Fact 2.2.
It is well known that for two random vectors U ¼ ðU1;y; UnÞ and V ¼
ðV1;y; VnÞ; UXloV if and only if E½
Qn
i¼1 giðUiÞ	pE½
Qn
i¼1 giðViÞ	 for all non-
negative decreasing functions gi: To prove I5/ loI; we choose the function
fði1;y; inÞ ¼
Qn
j¼1 1fijpajg; where aj ¼ 1 for jA
Tn
i¼1 Li; and 0 otherwise (if
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Tn
i¼1 Li ¼ |; set all aj ¼ 0). Then
E½fðIÞ	  E½fðIÞ	
¼ g f
\n
i¼1
Li
 !

Xn
i¼1
fðLiÞ þ
X
ioj
fðLi,LjÞ ?þ ð1Þnf
[n
i¼1
Li
 !" #
¼  go0:
Here and henceforth, we use the notation: fðLÞ ¼ fð1i; iAL; 0j; jAE\LÞ; the value of
function f at point x with ith and jth components being 1 and 0 (iAL and jAE\L),
respectively. This completes the proof. &
A similar argument to the proof of Proposition 3.2 establishes the following result,
which gives the conditions on probability trees that yield the multivariate
concordance order.
Proposition 4.2. Let I and IABn having respective probability tree P and P such that
P ¼ #
KCE;jK jX2
g
rK ;K
k
 !
ðPÞ; ð4:1Þ
where, for each KDE and jK jX2; rKX0 and K contains all the immediate descendants
of K : Then IpcI if and only if (3.11) holds for each JDE and jJjX3:
An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2 for n ¼ 3 and 4 is
Corollary 4.1. Let I and I be as defined in Proposition 4.2. Then
(a) for n ¼ 3; IpcI if and only if r12 þ r13 þ r23Xr123:
(b) for n ¼ 4; IpcI if and only if (3.23) and (3.24) hold.
Li and Xu [13] proved that if P can be reached from P via successive applications
of pairwise gþ-transforms, then IpsmI: Frostig [6] established the same result forH-
transforms introduced by Xu [21]. In Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, we consider the more
general gþk -transforms, and specify the conditions on probability trees that yield the
supermodular order.
Proposition 4.3. Let I and I have probability trees P and PABn; respectively. If
P ¼ gg;Kk ðPÞ for some g40 and K ¼ fK1;y; Kng: If there exists a permutation
ðp1;y; pnÞ of f1; 2;y; ng such that
Kpi-Kpj ¼ | whenever ji  jjX2; ð4:2Þ
then IpsmI:
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Proof. Let f :Rn-R be any supermodular function. Wlog, assume that fð0Þ ¼ 0
and ðp1;y; pnÞ ¼ ð1;y; nÞ: The supermodularity of f and assumption (4.2) imply
that
fðKj1-KjÞ þ f
[j
i¼1
Ki
 !
Xf
[j1
i¼1
Ki
 !
þ fðKjÞ; j ¼ 2;y; n:
Thus,
E½fðIÞ	  E½fðIÞ	 ¼ g f
[n
i¼1
Ki
 !

Xn
i¼1
fðKiÞ þ
Xn
i¼2
fðKi-Ki1Þ
" #
X g f
[n1
i¼1 Ki
 !

Xn1
i¼1
fðKiÞ þ
Xn1
i¼2
fðKi-Ki1Þ
" #
X?
X g½fðK1,K2Þ  fðK1Þ  fðK2Þ þ fðK1-K2Þ	X0:
This completes the proof. &
In the following proposition, we identify two classes of transforms on probability
trees such that the underlying Bernoulli random vectors do not follow the
supermodular order.
Proposition 4.4. Let I and I have probability trees P and PABn; respectively. Then
I4/ smI if either one of the following two conditions holds:
(a) P ¼ gg;Kk ðPÞ for some g40; where gg;Kk is a full-rank transform, and jKj42;
(b) P ¼ ð#ki¼1 ggi ;K
ðiÞ
k ÞðPÞ for some gi40; where the ggi ;K
ðiÞ
k are all full-rank such that
jKð1ÞjXjKð2ÞjX?XjKðkÞj; kX2; and jKð1Þj  jKð2Þj42:
Proof. (a) Denote n ¼ jKj: Wlog, assume that K ¼ f1; 2;y; ng and Ki ¼ K\fig; i ¼
1;y; n: Choose a supermodular function
fðx1;y; xnÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
jxj 
Xn
j¼3
j þ 1
 !
þ
; ð4:3Þ
where yþ ¼ maxf0; yg for all yAR: Then fðLÞ ¼ 0 for LCK and jLjon 2; or for
jLj ¼ n 2; but L-f1; 2ga|: Thus
E½fðIÞ	  E½fðIÞ	 ¼ g fðKÞ 
Xn
i¼1
fðKiÞ þ fðK1-K2Þ
" #
¼ g½4 ð3þ 2þ 1Þ þ 1	 ¼ go0:
This proves part (a).
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(b) Wlog, assume that K ð1Þ ¼ f1; 2;y; ng: Let I0ABn with probability tree P0 ¼
g
g1;Kð1Þ
k ðPÞ; and f be as deﬁned by (4.3). Then
E½fðIÞ	  E½fðIÞ	 ¼ E½fðIÞ	  E½fðI0Þ	 ¼ go0;
where the inequality follows from the same argument as in the preceding paragraph.
This completes the proof. &
We close this section by proving that the concordance and supermodular orders
are equivalent for trivariate Bernoulli random vectors.
Proposition 4.5. For n ¼ 3; IpcI if and only if IpsmI:
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove that IpcI implies IpsmI: Assume that IpcI: Then P can
be obtained from P by a sequence of full-rank gþk -transforms. Note that
gg1;K  gg2;K ¼ gg1þg2;K for any g1; g2 and KASDðEÞ:
Wlog, assume that
P ¼ gr12;f1;2gk gr13;f1;3gk gr23;f2;3gk gr123;f12;13;23gk ðPÞ
¼Pþ r123e123 þ ðr12  r123Þe12 þ ðr13  r123Þe13 þ ðr23  r123Þe23
þ ðr23  dÞe1 þ ðr13  dÞe2 þ ðr12  dÞe3 þ de|; ð4:4Þ
where d  r12 þ r13 þ r23  r123; and r12; r13; r23 and r123 are non-negative real
numbers. From Corollary 4.1(a), it follows that dX0:
Let f be any supermodular function. Wlog, assume that f000 ¼ 0; where fijk ¼
fði; j; kÞ for i; j; kAf0; 1g: From (4.4), we get
D  E½fðIÞ	  E½fðIÞ	
¼ r123f111 þ ðr12  r123Þf110 þ ðr13  r123Þf101 þ ðr23  r123Þf011
þ ðr23  dÞf100 þ ðr13  dÞf010 þ ðr12  dÞf001 ð4:5Þ
Xðr123  r23Þf111 þ ðd r13Þf110 þ ðd r12Þf101 þ ðr23  r123Þf011
 df100 þ ðr13  dÞf010 þ ðr12  dÞf001 ð4:6Þ
Xðr12  dÞ½f111  f101  f011 þ f001	 þ d½f110  f100  f010	
Xðr12  dÞ½f111  f101  f011 þ f001	; ð4:7Þ
where the above three inequalities follows from f111 þ f100Xf110 þ f101; f111 þ
f010Xf110 þ f011 and f110Xf100 þ f010; respectively. Next, consider the following
three cases.
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Case 1: maxfr12; r13; r23gXr123: Wlog, assume that r12Xr123: Then, from (4.5), we
get that
DX r123f111 þ ðr13  r123Þf101 þ ðr23  r123Þf011
 r13f100  r23f010 þ ðr12  dÞf001
X r13f101 þ r23f011  r13f100  r23f010  ðr13 þ r23Þf001X0;
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from f110Xf100 þ f010; and the second one from
f111 þ f001Xf101 þ f011:
Case 2: rijXd for some iaj: Wlog, assume r12Xd: Then it follows from (4.7) that
DX0:
Case 3: For all iaj; rijominfd; r123g: Then, from (4.6), we get that
DX r12f110 þ ðd r12Þ½f101  f001	  df100  r12f010
X r12½f110  f100  f010	X0;
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from f111 þ f010Xf110 þ f011; and the second one
from f101Xf100 þ f001:
Combining these three cases yields the desired result. &
5. Examples
In this section, we give some examples to illustrate the power of the main results in
Sections 3 and 4. Some examples appearing in the literature are revisited from a new
viewpoint, which will give us some new insight into the relations between the
concepts of dependence.
Examples 5.1 and 5.2 below give counterexamples to illustrate that PSMD
(NSMD) does not imply SPOD (SNOD) or WPA (NA). Example 5.1 is for n ¼ 3;
whereas Example 5.2 is for n ¼ 4:
Throughout, let P> be the probability tree of independent Bernoulli random
variables I>1 ;y; I
>
n :
Example 5.1 (For n ¼ 3; PSMDR SPOD, WPA; NSMDR SNOD, NA). Let Iþ
and I be trivariate Bernoulli random vectors with Pþ and P given by (3.9) and
(3.10), where P>AB3ð12; 12; 12Þ and r12 þ r13 þ r23 ¼ r12340: From Corollary 3.1,
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, it follows that Iþ [I] is PSMD (NSMD), but not SPOD
(SNOD) (and hence not WPA (NA)).
Setting r12 ¼ r13 ¼ r23 ¼ r123=3 ¼ 132; we list the probability functions of Iþ and
I in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Example 5.2 (For n ¼ 4; PSMD R SPOD, WPA; NSMD R SNOD, NA). Let
I have probability tree PAB4ð12;y; 12Þ with probability function given in Table 3,
which was used by Joag-dev and Proschan [10] to illustrate that NOD does not imply
NA.
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It can be checked that
P ¼ g48a;f123;124;134;234gk g100a;f1;2gk g100a;f3;4gk #
1piojokp4
g
50a;fij;ik;jkg
k ðP>Þ;ð5:1Þ
where a ¼ 0:0001 and P>AB4ð12;y; 12Þ:
Hu [8] showed that I is NSMD. In fact, the method there can be applied to prove
that I with its probability tree P given by (5.1) for any arbitrarily ﬁxed a40 is also
NSMD.
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Table 1
Iþ1 I
þ
2 I
þ
3
Prob.
0 0 0 1
8
0 0 1 5
32
0 1 0 5
32
0 1 1 1
16
1 0 0 5
32
1 0 1 1
16
1 1 0 1
16
1 1 1 7
32
Table 2
I1 I

2 I

3 Prob.
0 0 0 1
8
0 0 1 3
32
0 1 0 3
32
0 1 1 3
16
1 0 0 3
32
1 0 1 3
16
1 1 0 3
16
1 1 1 1
32
Table 3
ðI1 ; I2 Þ
(0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1) Marginal
(0, 0) 0.0577 0.0623 0.0623 0.0577 0.24
(0, 1) 0.0623 0.0677 0.0677 0.0623 0.26
ðI3 ; I4 Þ (1, 0) 0.0623 0.0677 0.0677 0.0623 0.26
(1, 1) 0.0577 0.0623 0.0623 0.0577 0.24
Marginal 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.24
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From (5.1), we get r1234 ¼ 48a; rijk ¼ 50a for all iojok; r12 ¼ r34 ¼ 100a and
rij ¼ 0 for all other ioj: It is easy to see that (3.25) is not satisﬁed. Thus it follows
from Corollary 3.2(b) that I is not SNOD.
Now let Pþ be the probability tree of another Bernoulli random vector Iþ given by
Pþ ¼ g48a;f123;124;134;234gk g100a;f1;2gk g100a;f3;4gk #
1piojokp4
g
50a;fij;ik; jkg
k ðP>Þ; ð5:2Þ
The probability function of Iþ is given in Table 4. Again, from Corollary 3.2(b), we
know that Iþ is not SPOD. Note that for any function c;
E½cðIþÞ	  E½cðI>Þ	 ¼ E½cðI>Þ	  E½cðIÞ	: ð5:3Þ
Thus we conclude that Iþ is PSMD since I is NSMD. However, Iþ is not WPA (and
hence not PA), since
PðIþ1 ¼ Iþ2 ¼ Iþ3 ¼ Iþ4 ¼ 1ÞoPðIþ1 ¼ Iþ2 ¼ 1Þ PðIþ3 ¼ Iþ4 ¼ 1Þ;
violating WPA.
The next example illustrates that, for nX4; PSMD (NSMD) does not imply WPA
(NA) even under the SPOD (SNOD) assumption.
Example 5.3 (For n ¼ 4; SPOD and PSMD R WPA; SNOD and NSMD R
NA). Let Iþ have the probability function given in Table 5 (see [2, Example 3.1]). It
can be checked that
Pþ ¼ g2a;f123;124;134;234gk ga;f12;13;23gk ga;f12;14;24gk ga;f13;14;34gk
 g3a;f23;24;34gk g2a;f2;3gk g2a;f2;4gk g2a;f3;4gk ðP>Þ; ð5:4Þ
where a ¼ 1
32
and P>AB4ð12;y; 12Þ:
Block and Fang [2] proved that Iþ is SPOD but not PA. In fact, Iþ is not WPA
since
PðIþ1 ¼ 1; Iþ2 þ Iþ3 þ Iþ4 X2Þ ¼ 732o 832 ¼ PðIþ1 ¼ 1ÞPðIþ2 þ Iþ3 þ Iþ4 X2Þ:
However, their proof of the SPOD property is cumbersome. Corollary 3.2(b)
now provides a simple method for one to check such a property: (3.21), (3.22) and
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Table 4
ðIþ1 ; Iþ2 Þ
(0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1) Marginal
(0, 0) 0.0673 0.0627 0.0627 0.0673 0.26
(0, 1) 0.0627 0.0573 0.0573 0.0627 0.24
ðIþ3 ; Iþ4 Þ (1, 0) 0.0627 0.0573 0.0573 0.0627 0.24
(1, 1) 0.0673 0.0627 0.0627 0.0673 0.26
Marginal 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.26
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(3.25)–(3.29) are satisﬁed by r1234 ¼ r23 ¼ r24 ¼ r34 ¼ 2a; r123 ¼ r124 ¼ r134 ¼ a;
r234 ¼ 3a and r1i ¼ 0 for i ¼ 2; 3; 4:
In fact, we can prove that Iþ is PSMD, i.e.,
E½fðIþÞ	  E½fðI>Þ	X0 ð5:5Þ
holds for all supermodular functions f: To see it, note that Iþ ¼st ðIþ1 ; Iþi ; Iþj ; Iþk Þ for
all permutations ði; j; kÞ of f2; 3; 4g: So, Wlog, assume that fðx1; x2; x3; x4Þ ¼
fðx1; xi; xj; xkÞ for all permutations ði; j; kÞ of f2; 3; 4g; and that fð0; 0; 0; 0Þ ¼ 0:
Denote fijkl ¼ fði; j; k; lÞ for all i; j; k; lAf0; 1g: Then
E½fðIþÞ	  E½fðI>Þ	 ¼ a½2f1111  3f1110 þ f1000  3f0100 þ f0111	
X a½2f1111  3f1110 þ f1000	X0;
where the last inequality follows from f1111 þ f1000Xf1101 þ f1010 and f1010 þ
f1111Xf1110 þ f1011: Therefore, Iþ is PSMD.
Now, let P be the probability tree of another Bernoulli random vector I given
by
P ¼ g2a;f123;124;134;234gk ga;f12;13;23gk ga;f12;14;24gk ga;f13;14;34gk
 g3a;f23;24;34gk g2a;f2;3gk g2a;f2;4gk g2a;f3;4gk ðP>Þ: ð5:6Þ
The probability function of I is given in Table 6. By the dual property of
the transforms (5.4) and (5.6), we get that I is SNOD and NSMD, but
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Table 5
Iþ1 I
þ
2 I
þ
3 I
þ
4
Prob.
1 1 1 1 1
8
1 1 0 0 1
16
1 0 1 0 1
16
1 0 0 1 1
16
1 1 1 0 1
32
1 1 0 1 1
32
1 0 1 1 1
32
1 0 0 0 3
32
0 0 0 0 1
8
0 1 1 0 1
16
0 1 0 1 1
16
0 0 1 1 1
16
0 1 0 0 1
32
0 0 1 0 1
32
0 0 0 1 1
32
0 1 1 1 3
32
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not NA since
PðI1 ¼ 1; I2 þ I3 þ I4 X2Þ ¼ 9324 832 ¼ PðI1 ¼ 1ÞPðI2 þ I3 þ I4 X2Þ:
Although POD (NOD) and PSMD (NSMD) are equivalent in B3; they are
different in Bn for nX4; as shown in the following example.
Example 5.4 (For n ¼ 4; POD R SPOD or PSMD; NOD R SNOD or
NSMD). Let Iþ and I have the following probability trees Pþ and P; respectively
(Tables 7 and 8): It is easy to check that P7 ¼ g71=16;f123;124;134;234gk ðP>Þ;
where P>AB4ð12;y; 12Þ: So, r1234 ¼ 116 and rijk ¼ rij ¼ 0 for all iajak: From
Corollary 3.2, we get that Iþ [I] is POD (NOD) but not SPOD (SNOD) since
(3.27) fails to hold. Furthermore, by Proposition 4.4, we conclude that Iþ [I] is not
PSMD (NSMD).
In the last example, we apply Proposition 4.3 to establish the supermodular order
between Bernoulli random vectors.
Example 5.5. Let Ii and IAB4 have respective probability trees Pi and P; i ¼
1; 2; 3; 4; with probability functions given in Table 9. The probabilities are multiplied
by g ¼ 1
16
:
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Table 6
I1 I

2 I

3 I

4 Prob.
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 3
32
0 0 1 0 3
32
0 0 1 1 1
16
0 1 0 0 3
32
0 1 0 1 1
16
0 1 1 0 1
16
0 1 1 1 1
32
1 0 0 0 1
32
1 0 0 1 1
16
1 0 1 0 1
16
1 0 1 1 3
32
1 1 0 0 1
16
1 1 0 1 3
32
1 1 1 0 3
32
1 1 1 1 0
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Table 7
Iþ1 I
þ
2 I
þ
3 I
þ
4
Prob.
1 1 1 1 1
8
1 1 0 0 1
8
1 0 1 0 1
8
0 1 1 0 1
8
1 0 0 1 1
8
0 1 0 1 1
8
0 0 1 1 1
8
0 0 0 0 1
8
Table 8
I1 I

2 I

3 I

4 Prob.
0 1 1 1 1
8
1 0 1 1 1
8
1 1 0 1 1
8
1 1 1 0 1
8
0 0 0 1 1
8
0 0 1 0 1
8
0 1 0 0 1
8
1 0 0 0 1
8
Table 9
P P1 P2 P3 P4
ð0; 0; 0; 0Þ 2 2 2 1 0
ð0; 0; 0; 1Þ 0 0 0 0 1
ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ 3 2 1 1 1
ð0; 0; 1; 1Þ 0 1 1 2 2
ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ 3 2 1 1 1
ð0; 1; 0; 1Þ 1 1 2 2 2
ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ 0 1 2 2 2
ð0; 1; 1; 1Þ 0 0 0 0 0
ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ 0 0 0 1 1
ð1; 0; 0; 1Þ 2 2 2 2 2
ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ 1 1 2 2 2
ð1; 0; 1; 1Þ 1 1 1 0 0
ð1; 1; 0; 0Þ 0 1 1 1 2
ð1; 1; 0; 1Þ 1 1 1 1 0
ð1; 1; 1; 0Þ 0 0 0 0 0
ð1; 1; 1; 1Þ 2 1 0 0 0
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It can be checked that
P1 ¼ gg;f12;23;34gk ðPÞ; P2 ¼ gg;f13;23;24gk ðP1Þ;
P3 ¼ gg;f1;34gk ðP2Þ; P4 ¼ gg;f12;4gk ðP3Þ:
By Proposition 4.3, we conclude that I4psmI3psmI2psmI1psmI:
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